Magnetic properties of a series of (La 0.7 
Room-temperature (RT) magnetic refrigeration [1] based on the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) has currently attracted an increasing interest because it offers an energyefficient and environment-friendly alternative for the usual vapor-cycle refrigeration technology. In order to probe the magnetic refrigeration effectiveness, isothermal entropy alone is however, not sufficient. The relative cooling power (RCP) is indeed considered to be the most important factor for assessing the usefulness of a magnetic refrigerant material [2] [3] . To date, the seek for magnetocaloric materials with high RCP was restricted mainly to polycrystalline systems or superparamagnetic nanoparticles.
In fact, the concept of magnetic refrigeration using multilayers/superlattices was introduced very recently by Mukherjee [4] , who expected that the macroscopic magnetocaloric properties could be improved in nanostructural thin films with respect to corresponding polycrystalline systems. Moreover, the thin-film magnetocaloric materials may be applied in functional (nano)microscale devices for magnetic refrigeration [4] [5] [6] .
Up to now, however, several attempts to study the MCE in thin films were mainly performed on single layer. Recarte et al. [5] investigated the Ni-Mn-Ga monolayer with first-order martensitic transformation, and suggested that the total entropy changes involving the spin entropy changes and lattice entropy changes [7] , are reduced to about one third of the values exhibited in its polycrystalline system and the resultant RCP values are also decreased significantly, mainly resulting from the suppression of the martensitic transformation as well as the magneto-structural couplings in the thin film form [5] . Similar strong decrease in total entropy changes and RCP values are also found in MnAs monolayer film [6] , which also involves a magneto-structural coupling around the first-order paramagnetic-ferromagnetic transition. Other investigations on monolayer 2 films, like La 0.78 Ag 0.22 MnO 3 [8] , La 0.67 A 0.33 MnO 3 (A=Ca, Sr, or Ba) [9] or Gd 1-x W x [10] , also lead to reduced isothermal entropy changes and RCP values. Thus, it is interesting to study the MCE in the multilayers or superlattices, especially consisting of the materials with second-order transitions, i.e., without the magneto-structural couplings. Furthermore, although attempts to study the MCE in metallic Gd/W [11] multilayers showed a reduced magnetic entropy changes and decreased RCP, it is well known that the synthesis of smooth and sharp (at an atomic-scale level of the order of a few Angstroms) layer interfaces in perovskite oxide magnetic multilayer structures can significantly influence the magnetic properties [12] [13] . For these reasons, we have investigated the magnetocaloric properties of (La 0.7 Sr 0. reduced T C compared to polycrystalline LSMO (365K) [16] is ascribed to the finite size effect in superlattices [4, 13, 14] and is found to be almost independent of n values (i.e. the number of SrRuO 3 layer). Also, the absence of thermal hysteresis around T C confirms that this transition is of second-order, in agreement with the polycrystalline LSMO [17] .
At lower temperature (below 150 K), the increase of magnetization in the n=6
superlattice results from the formation of stoichiometric FM SRO layers [14] . In addition, below 100 K, one observes a strong decrease of the ZFC magnetization. This phenomenon is weakened for FC magnetization due to the effect of magnetic anisotropy resulting from the formation of the stoichiometric SRO layers. In the case of very thin SRO layer corresponding to superlattices with n =1 and 3, both ZFC and FC magnetization significantly decrease below 100K suggesting that the stoichiometric FM SRO layers are not fully formed. The magnetization values, recorded in a field of 50 Oe below T C , are much higher in our superlattices than those (≈9 emu/g) in a field of 100 Oe reported in polycrystalline LSMO 16 , which is ascribed to enhanced magnetization (see below) and the in-plane direction of the easy axis [9] . When one compares to polycrystalline LSMO [16] , it can also be seen that all the superlattices undergo a smoother PM-FM transition i.e., with larger temperature interval between PM and FM states (named C T δ here) due to the higher nanostructural disorder [5] . Table I is that the ΔS M (T) peaks in all investigated superlattices are significantly broadened over a wider temperature region than in corresponding polycrystalline LSMO, due to higher nanostructural disorder [5, 11] . This is related to the Equation (1) 14 that the total magnetization of (LSMO/SRO) superlattices is found to be much higher than that of polycrystalline LSMO [14] . Ref. 16 . In consideration to the larger δT FWHM values, it is understood that the RCP values derived from Equation (2) for superlattices with n= 1 and 3 are significantly improved with respect to the polycrystalline LSMO. For superlattices with thicker SRO layer (n=6 in our study), the stoichiometric SRO layer starts to form and suppresses the interfacial magnetic roughness, leading to a reduced magnetization around T C relative to thinner SRO layers, as can be seen from the Fig. 2 and also in Table I . Thus, compared with n=1 and 3 superlattices, the decreased magnetization and a slightly increased C T δ around T C for n= 6 superlattice, lead to a smaller value, but the RCP is mostly compensated by a larger , also resulting in an improved RCP relative to polycrystalline LSMO.
In order to exploit the superlattice potential in terms of application, different strategies could be proposed to limit the drawback of the substrate and to make use of it.
For instance, apart from the reduction of its thickness, the substrate could be used to integrate micro-magnetocaloric processes within the micro-electronic circuitry. Indeed, the substrate might be patterned to make circulating in it micro-channels required for heat transfers in any micro-refrigerating devices. Superior to the (doped) monolayer film, the stack of the multilayers/superlattices possesses a larger mass (volume) of active material which could be more suitable for possible application in (nano)micro-scale refrigeration systems since miniaturization permits the magnetic cooling powers only for small Figure Captions. 
